
Lessons in the Korban Pesach Yisroel Meir Cope

This Parsha details the mitzvah of Korban Pesach and the myriad of

halochos that pertain to its performance. Some of these halachos are

certainly bespoke to this mitzvah even considering the general

plethora of halachos relating to “everyday” Korbonos.

Among the halachos are the following: -

1) Those eating the Korbon should form a group before shechita and

after shechita the group is attached to that particular animal

2) It is to be roasted whole

3) Bones of the Korbon may not be broken whilst it is eaten

4) It has to be a male sheep in its first year

5) The blood of the Korbon is to be sprinkled on the doorpost and it is

to be done so with an “Agudas Ezoiv” a bundle of hyssop grasses.

The obvious question when learning the Parsha is why all the rules and

regulations, what is the relevance of forming a group of not breaking

bones and of roasting it whole etc?

The Maharal explains that this first mitzvah that Klal Yisroel were given as

a new nation symbolised achdus. One of the founding tenets of

Judaism is the notion of achdus, of fellowship between man and his

neighbour, every one of these halachos symbolises achdus and is a

powerful lesson for Klal Yisroel at this formative stage.

A sheep unlike its bovine equivalent feels pain throughout its body, if it's

leg is struck, the entire animal is traumatised, similarly Klal Yisroel as a unit

should feel each other's pain as if a single entity. Eating in a group is an

obvious symbolism of Achdus, roasting the sheep whole and breaking

no bones would keep the whole sheep intact again symbolising

Achdus, a sheep in its first year symbolises “one” – unity, whilst finally

the instruction to take a bundle of hyssop grasses again symbolises a

group and the achdus and unity that a is inherent within a group.

The Week Ahead
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Candle Lighting and Shabbos 3.52pm

Mincha & Kabbolas Shabbos 3.57pm

Seder HaLimud 8.40am

Shacharis 9.00am

Mincha 1st Minyan / 2nd Minyan 1.30pm / 3.51pm

Rov’s Mishnayos Shiur 3.21pm

Ovos uBonim 6.21pm

y"w onf seq 10.18am

Sunday 1st / 2nd Minyan 7.15am / 8.20am

Kiddush
There will be a Kiddush this Shabbos after Davenning which is

being anonymously sponsored.

The Ladies Learning Programme continues on Sunday. Chavrusa

learning is from 8.15-9.00pm followed by a Shiur from Rebbetzen

Deborah Guttentag from Whitefield, on Parshas Beshalach.

Rosh Chodesh Breakfast

Ladies Learning Programme

Hefker Seforim

The Rosh Chodesh breakfast takes place on Sunday after the

second Minyan for Shacharis. This month the breakfast has kindly

been sponsored by Family Nager.

There is a further batch of books and Seforim on the table in the

foyer available to anyone who would like them.

Mincha & Maariv Next Shabbos 4.08pm (Shabbos 4.03pm)

Late Maariv Minyan 8.00pm

There is however a Mishna in Pesachim 89b that states that if a member

of the chabura of a Korbon Pesach appoints others to join the chabura

after it is formed and shechita has taken place, the other members of

the group are entitled tell the member who made the unauthorised

appointments to share his own portion with his friends and thereby

prevent him from sharing the entire animal with his appointees. If this is

the case, and the whole idea of a Korbon Pesach is the attitude of

achdus and cordial relationships between individuals, then why would

the mishna state that these additions to the group be excluded and

prevented from joining unless all members agree? Let them join and

take part - doesn't the popular saying go “the more the merrier”?

Says the Chinuch in parshas Ki Setze Mitzvah 550, the posuk says “Lo

sachrosh shor bechamor yachdov” one may not plow with an ox and a

donkey together, why not? Says the chinuch, this is due to the fact that

each animal has a different character and different strength and working

out of sync with another animal species would cause it to become

unduly stressed.

The same applies with different characters of people says the Chinuch,

no two people are alike and mixing with those with an entirely different

disposition will ultimately lead to conflict and disunity. What about

achdus, aren't we obligated to love and tolerate each other? The

answer is yes however we do not need to test ourselves to the level

that we are expected to get on with types of people entirely dissimilar

to ourselves.

Diversity encourages unity, it doesn't shatter unity. When one

appreciates and respects another's differences and specific needs this

in itself breeds achdus. Therefore there will in fact be more achdus

putting people of a similar disposition together in a group. As a result
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Maariv & Motzei Shabbos 5.06pm

Mincha & Maariv All Week 3.50pm

7.10amMonday / Thursday

7.20amTuesday / Wednesday / Friday
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1. Whom would allow to go to serve ?

2. How did the arrive in Egypt?

3. What objects were we to borrow from the

Egyptians?

4. Which four characteristics did a have to

possess?

5. What was to be done with a bundle of hyssop?

6. What did the carry on their shoulders as

they left ?

7. What must you do with a firstborn donkey?

H. To which animal is compared? (See also
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thereof, there will be less of a nisayon to each cooperate with each

other and coexist in harmony.

This is why the Maharal's explanation of the laws of Korbon Pesach is not

at odds with the mishna in pesachim, should a member of the group

that has formed of its own volition and choosing have other members

foisted upon it by an individual member of the group, they should not

be forced to accept them and thereby increase their own nisayon to

coexist with achdus. This would go above and beyond normal

expectations.

A group formed of like minded people, with effort, will coexist in

harmony out of choice and free will but the same cannot be expected

of a group of people brought together at random or in the case of the

mishna, friends of a friend. Like each individual shevet, Klal Yisrael is

diverse, but the understanding and appreciation of our diversity in itself

leads to a greater unity and achdus amongst us.

In this weeks parsha ,Bo ,h’shem gives the Jewish people the mitzvah of

The Moon and the Jewish People PR (Shortvort.com)

keeping a lunar calendar and the appointment of Nissan as the head of

the year (ie the first month of the year) .

This lunar calendar , well moon to be more specific is celebrated in

Kiddush lavanah, a ceremony which I first took part in this past winter

holiday. The ceremony is a sanctification of the new moon. I am told

that there are two main significances of looking at the moon for the

Kiddush lavanah, one is the acknowledgement of a visual physical sign

of h’shem's miracles, which we rarely, if ever get the opportunity or

have the ability to see. The second meaning is that the just as the moon

waxes and wanes just as the Jewish people have low and high points

we will too be like the full moon and a “Light unto the nations”. This

brought me to thinking about the cyclical / repetitious nature of

Judaism. So we follow a cyclical year as denoted by h’shem and

observe mitzvot on a daily basis, we pray three times a day,

celebrate/observe Shabbat once a week and observe the same

festivals every year.

How do we keep the mitzvot fresh and prevent these practices from

becoming rituals? The true way of continuing to experience and

practice mitzvot and practicing Judaism in new ways is to discuss,

challenge and learn about it through torah study, by continuing to add

meaning year on year we are deepening are understanding and raising

the spirit / kavannah of the commandment.

The torah scrolls are a set text, every week we read one parsha and we

read the same parsha every year on that week. There are the same

304,805 words in the torah, to recite these words every year is

important but recitation and following commandments is nothing

without a deeper understanding of the true meanings. So we continue

our learning year on year, adding new meaning learning more about

the torah, our mitzvoth and being a jew so every time we perform a

mitzvoth it is elevated to a higher level.

May we always continue to strive to find deeper meaning and new

interpretations to elevate our prayer and mitzvot.
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